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Final book talk

I)81 tan Daily

Dr. Phil lacklin. assistant prolesswi it
philosophy, will discuss "A Theory of luslice- by John Rawls. during today’s faculty
book talk at 12:30.
Faculty members and students are invited
to attend the last book talk of this semester in
Room A al the Snail an
it

Serving California State University at San Jose Since 1934

Biology talk
Lk. *heeler North, professor of environmental biology at California Institute of
Technology. will speak tonight at 7:30.
the talk will be held in Ed. 100 and is free
and open to the public.
Dr. North’s talk is sponsored by the
Department of Biological Sciences. The title
01 his speech is "Ilnderground Forests and
Man.’

Payment deadline extended
for deferred foreign tuition
Shelves fall
on students

Eligible foreign students have been granted an
extension until Jan. 12 to sign promissory notes
for deferred payments of outstanding fall 1972
semester tuition, according to Garvin I. Ivens.
San lose State University controller.
In a letter to foreign students !vans states: "A
promissory note is authorized for the balance
due, which must be paid in full on or before May
14, 1973." The note was originally required to be
signed by Dec. 29. 1972. However, due to the
holiday recess, an extension was granted and the
note must he signed no later than Ian. 12. 1973.
Ivens explained. "Thal date will be the final
ilate for completing the note. Students who do
nut elect to sign the note nor pay the outstanding
tuition for the fall 1972 semester are deemed to
have withdrawn from classes at that time."
About 90 foreign students owe on the balance

An entire wall of shelves collapsed on two
students yesterday while they were taking an
exam in a science class in Duncan Hall.
Several students were involved in the incident
in Dr. Rom Pisamis 7:30 a.m. class on the fourth
floor of the building.
One girl was pinned between the wreclinge
and the wall and hod lobe rescued by Dr. Pisani,.
Students Pamela Costa and Ilan Gillmore were
sent to the campus health center. According to
Pisano. there were no apparent injuries. but the
students were sent "gust to be safe."
An investigation of the incident is being conducted by Dr. Joseph Young. Science
Department head. The cause of the collapse is
not known at the present time.

of their tall 1972 semester tuition. These
students are eligible to sign promissory notes on
the basis of their having been enrolled at the time
the tuition hike was first approved and then
contested in the fall of 1970.
Ivens cautions foreign students, whether
eligible for the deferred payments or not, to pay
outstanding tuition owing for the 1971-72
academic year. Tuition for that year was due
Dec. 1. 1972.
"Students who have not paid these outstanding tuition lees on or before Ian. 12. 1973." according to Ivens, "cannot be allowed to register
for Spring 1973 classes."
Ivens said promissory notes for the fall 1972
tuition are available in his office. Admin. 255.
Payment of outstanding tuition can be made at
Ike Cashier’s office, Admin. 102.

1 to 14 years for stabbing

Braff sentenced

George C. Brett was sentenced to one to 14
in prison last Thursday for stabbing his
wife in the San lose State University Library
Oct. 8.
Sentence was passed in the Santa Clara
County Superior Court of judge lames B. Scott,
where Braff had been found guilty Dec. 11 of
assault with attempt to commit murder.
Braff’s estranged wife, Karen Sue, was
stabbed 20 times while in the fifth floor reading
room of the SISU Library.
She later told investigators that her husband
had threatened to kill her if she deserted him and
the couple’s 9-year-old son.
Braff, a Long Beach machinist, had searched a
year for his wife prior to the stabbing. and didn’t
know she war- in San lose until registration
material for his wile from SISU was accidentally delivered to the Long Beach address.
According to Braff, his wife, who lives at 1624
The Alameda, San lose, had left him a note when
she left which said "Take care of the kid, I’m
leaving."
Braff, who began the search for his wife more
than a year before he found her, flew to San lose
from Long Beach on Oct. 5 and rented a car and a
motel room.
He came to the campus the same day, ac-

years

Charley Bell

Most report pre -marital relations

Student sex practices surveyed
by Mark Hegedus
A random survey last month of 235 unmarried
students attending San lose State University
revealed that 88 per cent of the male students
and 82 per cent of the female students polled
have had premarital sex.
The survey samples were taken in the library.
the Student Union, in classes, and in a campus
dormitory. In all. 300 questionnaires were given
to an equal number of males and females. Here
are some other findings:
Men say they have an average of five incidents of sexual intercourse a week. Women
have 2.5.
More than 90 per cent ’both male and
female’ say they du not consider premarital sex
wrong.

’Student Union’
after Bunzel OK
The College Union is no more.
San lose Slate University President John H.
Bunzel recently gave his approval to a
recommendation changing "College Union" to
"Student Union."
The name-change proposal was initiated last
year by former A.S. President Mike Buck, who
sought and received approval by the Union
Board of Governors, which makes recommendations on Student Union matters to Dr. Bunzel.
Buck suggested the change because he felt
since students financed the building’s construction and now finance its operation, the name
should reflect this.
The recommendation failed to receive Dr.
Bunzel’s approval at that time, and there was
speculation that Dr. Bunzel believed the board’s
vote was illegal.
Nov. 28 the Board of Governors once again
passed the recommended name change. and sent
the recommendation to Pres. Bunzel for his approval.
Just prior to Christmas vacation, Bunzel approved the proposal.

Nine per cent of the females say they have
been raped as do 12 per cent of the males.
Other findings included:
The personality characteristics men favor
most in women are honesty, friendliness, and a
sense of humor. Women also first admire
honesty in a man, followed by gentleness, and
intelligence.
Physically, women look first at a man’s overall
attractiveness, then his broad shoulders, then
his eyes. Men are lirst attracted to a woman’s
facial features. A female’s body and bosom are
equally important after the face has been cased.
Sevenly-one per cent of the females and 32 per
cent of the males in the survey said they use
some sort ol contraceptive.
Four per cent of the women queried said they
had had homosexual relations, as opposed to 11
per cent lor the men.
The most predominant sexual fantasy
reported by men is making love to more than one
woman at one time. Women are preoccupied
with making love in ancient castles, on snowcaned mountains. and in fields of flowers.
Females admitted having made love in such
bizarre places as the National Gallery of Art in
Washington. D.C. and at the top of the Empire
State Building. One male said he has made love
iIn a funeral parlor. Another male said a half sunken Spanish galleon in the Caribbean was
the scene.
More than three-quarters of males and
females with sexual experience report having
had oral sex at one time or another.
Twentyeight per cent of the males state that
one night stands leave them with feelings of
guilt, whereas 80 per cent of the females leel
guilty after such an experience.
Both males and females say the thing they
most enjoy in sex is the feeling of being close and
intimate to their partner, followed by the satisfaction of orgasm.
Eighty per cent of the females and 65 per cent
of the males believe sex is necessary to fulfill
their relationship with their males.
Emotionally. females seek security first,
understanding second, and love third in their
relationships with males. Males desire
understanding first, companionship second, and
love third.
Females claim they spend 15 minutes on the
average in sexual foreplay. Males add another
seven minutes.
The median age of first sexual experience for
males is 16.3 years and 16.4 years fur females.
The females revealed they have orgasms 59
per cent of the time in their sex arts, while males

Divorce:
by Debbie Teresi and David Morehead
First of three parts
It is a good idea for a woman "to get a lover
to help her survive some of
married"
while still
the miseries of divorce.
Such is the advice of Olive Strong. San lose
Stale University psychology graduate student,
divorced in 1970 alter 19 years ol marriage.
Unable to live in the same house with her husband any longer, she made an appointment with
her attorney to start divorce proceedings.
Her husband was opposed to a divorce. but she
saw her attorney anyway and told him the
marriage was no longer serving its purpose.
He asked Mrs. Strong if she and her husband
would object to counseling by a third party as a
last resort to save their marriage. She answered
that they had had counseling previously with no
success.
This is all her attorney needed to know before
starting the proceedings. When the couple went
to court, only general incompaliabilit xwas mentioned ass cause of the breakup There was no
Inuit placed with either party.
The entire procedure cost the Similes $350.

reported an 89 per cent figure.
Seventy-one per cent of the male and 36 per
cent ol Ike female respondents say they masturbate.
Men believe in abortion 189 per cent) more
than women (84 per cent).
Eleven per cent of the women say that they
have had an abortion.
Two per cent of the women say they have had
venereal disease at some time during their lives
as opposed to 12 per cent of the men.

cording to police, but his efforts to find his wife
were futile.
He then bought a five-inch pocket knife at a
local store, police said.
Witnesses to the stabbing told police that Mrs.
Braff was studying on the fifth floor of the
library at about 11 a.m. on Oct. 8 when her husband approached her and accused her of seeing
another man.
Then, according to witnesses. Breit led his
wife away to discuss the subject and she began
to scream "Help me! Help me!"
Screams followed from a distant corner of the
room, reported witnesses, some of whom went to
Mrs. Braff s aid.
One student hit Braff over the head with a
chair and some other students subdued Braff by
hitting him with books and tying his hands with
a belt.
They then took Braff to a small typing room
where off-duty San Mateo police officer Stan
MacIsaac informed him of his rights and held
him until he was transferred to the hospital for
injuries he received from the chair blow.
Mrs. Braff underwent two operations for the
multiple slab wounds at San lose Community
Hospital.

Student lobs open immediately
at new SAS placement center
by Steve Sudan
The Students Aiding Students ’SAS) job placement center is"still in the
birth stage," according to A.S. Vice President Rudy Leonardi. but it
already has several job listings.
The job openings are: pre-school teacher (full time), child-care health
worker (full time), accountant -clerk (four hours a day), programmeranalyst (full time), and an accounting position for a graduate student.
SAS. an A.S. project, was begun this semester by Li.:onardi. Rudi Hollis,
Sherry Magee, and Sebastian Hodges. the director of New Life Vocations.
The SAS job placement center is presently operating out of the A.S. offices in the College Union. The phone numbers are 272-3201, 272-3202,
272-3203. and 272-3204.
Leonard’ said: "We’re actively recruiting volunteers" to organize fundraising events, and for "typing, sending letters, phone calls to businesses.
SAS wants "volunteers to do person -la-person contacts" in the business
community. and "to teach students how to do job resumes." Also. "We need
people to do research for possible long range federal funding." Leonardi
added. Hollis stressed that: "We need !acuity advisors."
Regarding a possible conflict with the San lose State University Career
Planning and Placement Center, Leonardi said; "This is a supplementary
program. We’re trying to help them as much as we can."
Mrs. Joyce Hemming, student employment counselor at the Career Planning and Placement Center. said: "This is a very large campus, with many
students who need jobs. If they (SAS’ can help them, this is fine. But I
think they will lind that there is more involved in job recruiting than they
are aware of."
Sebastian Hodges, the outspoken director of New Life Vocations, which
is part ol the Career Planning and Placement Center. said SAS wants In
"put a close level examination on Career Planning and Placement." He
added, "They do the job. What we’re into right now is finding out if they do
the best job."
Mrs. Flemming told the Daily, "We are the most successful student employment oll ice in northern California," although operating "with inadequate Tit:tithes and inadequate stall and budget."

The Student Employment Office has three full time personnel: Mrs.
Flemming, Mrs. Irene Peck and Mrs. Patty Kimball.
Until last summer, all outside calls to the office had to come through the
SISU switchboard. With the installation of the new Centres system, the
student employment office has three outside lines on which employers can
call directly to the office. Mrs. Flemming said the number of incoming calls
had tripled since the Centres lines went in.
Al a later interview. Leonard’ said the organizers of SAS had just met
last Tuesday morning with Placement Center personnel. and "they are
very cooperative and very encouraging in giving us information and
working together with us so as to avoid duplication of effort."
"We had a good meeting," according to Mrs. Flemming. "They were very
soli sell. It looks like they are going to try to help us rather than working
against us." she said.
Regarding the feasibility of the project, Hollis said: "Harvard University
has an employment agency which is run by students." and "Temple has the
same type of program."
The job placement center is just one of the projects SAS hopes to
develop. Regarding SAS’ other goals. Hollis said. "Student enterprises is
one of the things we’re looking forward to developing." Possibilities he
mentioned were: "giving dances with name entertainment, small
businesses, such as cafe’s, record shops, sandwich shops, and bus trips."
SAS is not funded by A.S. government, or anybody else. at this time. and
is subsisting on volunteer support. To get funding. Hollis said. "We’re
going to appeal to the community for support." Also. "We will apply for
government support."
Leonardi said that as A.S. Vice President, he is allocated one paid staff
assistant in the A.S. budget, and that this salary is divided among Hollis.
Hodges and Miss Magee.
Ala later interview Hollis said he visited the Bank of America. and "they
are very excited about our program." Michael Young is Bank of America’s
advisor to SAS, according to Hollis. and met again with SAS organizers
Friday.

SJSU coed claims a lover makes it easier to bear;
new California ’dissolution’ laws cut down red tape

was impersonal and short. Their communit
property was divided equally and joint cuslo"h.
of their two children. ages 18 and 19, was
awarded. The children were to be with their
mother on weekends and with their father on
weekdays. Eighteen months later, they received
a final decree, freeing them to marry again.
The Strongs’ divorce became final in October
1970 under the Family Law Act, a new divorce
law which went into ellect in California on Ian.
1. 1970.
Originally introduced by Sen. Donald I..
Grunsky and Rep. lamesA.Hayes, this law mode
their divorce and others received since January
19711 quite different from those of the past.
For one thing, the term divorce hecame obsolete with the passage ol the new act it is now
termed "dissolution of marriage."
The major change, however, is thei the old
idea ol proving "fault" on one if seven grounds
(including mental cruelly and adultery) has been
eliminated. There are now only two grounds for
a divorce in Calilornia: irreconciliable
differences and incurable insanity.
Attorney fees under the new law average

aall, but can go much higher depending on the
factors involved in the case. The Strongs paid
$350, but Mrs. Strong said it would have cost
them even less it her husband had not become
"so difficult" that their attorney "gave up on
him" and he had to seek a separate attorney.
Under the old law, a year at residence in the
state was required in order to bring the action,
and a year had to pass bet ween service of papers
and final decree. Now it is six months in each
case.
Although six months is the average length ol
I ime for the proceedings under the new law. Mrs.
Strong says she delayed intentionally for "financial security.- receiving the final decree IN months after filing.
According to Mrs. Strong. whose ex-husband
has since remarried, they were in conflict over
"what marriage should be." Al the time she
finally sought action, she "had been at this point
many, many limes betore." she said.
She also mentioned "conflict about the role or
women" as a cause far her marriage breakup.
She said, "The subtle social pressure for
togetherness stifles people who cannot live that

way. People lose the individuality which attracted them to each other in the first place."
Mrs. Strong feels the new law is beneficial
since it now takes less time to receive the final
decree. She said, "Women are asked o be
asexual during the period of divorce." anti
explained that the new law lessens this problem.
Regarding her divorce, she said. "In no way
would I go back. I wish I had done it earlier, hut
didn’t lor the children’s sake." She staled that
she likes "being my own person now."
Although she says she does not regret her
divorce. Mrs. Strong made it clear that her
experience has not been a pleasant one.
Custody 01 the children became an issue when
joint custody was awarded by the tiourt. "This
did not work." she stated. Conflict over this issue twice caused her to spend money Ion an attorney since the divorce, she added.
Other problems she said she has encountered
are: not having enough money, finding a place to
live, receiving credit of any kind since she is an
unemployed divorcee. and her schoolwork
becoming inferior since the divorce has been
hard on her emotionally.

Although the Strongs had counseling before
their divorce, counseling is not required under
the new divorce law if either party objects.
Community property, as in the case of the
Strongs, is divided evenly under the new lawa
change from the practice of giving the larger
share to the "innocent" party.
Alimony is more difficult to obtain under the
new legislation. It is now based on a woman’s
earning ability and on the duration pit the
marriage.
Actual court procedure lime taken for
California divorces is now less than live minutes
if the action is uncontested and there is no
properly involved.
When property is involved. the procedure may
lake from 15-2u minutes. And it support or other
considerations are contested, it may lake from
one to Iwo days.
Mrs. Strong has same advit:e to women
contemplating a divorce: "Be reasonably certain
you are going to have a way to earn a living
And she cautions women considering
marriage tolind a man who doesn’t want to own
you.Tomorrow: New divorce laws
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Christ-pushers naively oversell His word
- ; --"::’:;:":
Home for the holidays and a chance
to hear a friend commiserate about his
college-aged daughter.
"My daughter.** he moaned. "She’s
seen the light and it’s driving me out of
my mind."
His daughter had indeed "seen the
light" and joined the Crusade for
Christ. While it was encouraging for
my friend to realize she wouldn’t be
strung out on drugs. he wasn’t getting
much peace, eternal or otherwise.
When your own daughter starts
pushing Jesus its usually time to
rewrite the will.
That’s one of the major problems
with the new Jesus Freak movement.
The proponents feel they’ve latched
onto such a good thing they’ve got to
spread it like communism, democracy
or peanut butter.
Anybody alive and kicking on a
college campus has brushed against
these junior grade Billy Grahams. The
first week (il school at SISU a whole
bundle of the prophets sat on Seventh
Street and butchered several of my
favorite tunes.
However, while on break I noticed
the movement is hardly staying on the
campus. Throughout my hometown I
noticed several cars covered with
decals and stickers admonishing the
average clown to honk, smile, wave
and dance a jig tor Jesus.

Pictures of the Crucifixion, and plastic ’noses also adorned the cars. (I
wonder if a bumper is more comfortable than a cross?)
The impetus to spread the word is in
the Christian Manifesto, the Bible, and
the book is constantly being thumped
as the truly prophetic listing of the
course of all mankind. The course was
originally set down by Jesus who told
us the error of our ways, how to get
going right again and what would
happen if we didn’t.
Down through the centuries the good
book has served as a doomsayer for
those who couldn’t quite find the
words and wanted to spread some
gloom.
In fact the only really good thing
about the Bible is the fellow who
inspired it.
To quote a line from the play "Inherit
the Wind." an excellent portrayal of
the evolution-Christianity dispute,
"The Bible is a book, a good book, but
it’s not the only book."
And therein lies another problem
with the Jesus freaks.
The Bible was written perhaps by
but most
well-meaning people,
definitely by people who had
something to sell.
To take its writings as the literal
word of God or even the literal word of

Mano a Mano
l’or Jaime Quijas
Welcome back comities, here’s your
report ero ot ra vex queva a entrarle con
le. I hope t hat all of you had a very
Merry Christmas y un especially
happy New Year. I hope that all of you
are ready to pick up where you left off
last year. Wowl sounds like a long time
ago, but seems like it was only
yesterday that we were dismissed for
I he holidays. Think about it for a
couple of minutes and it was a whole
two weeks and you sit and wonder
where they went, pues quien sabe!!
Tutoring Available
Hey, for those of you that are going
to he needing some tutoring let me
remind you once again that it is
available. There are tutors in all majors and minors, so if you are having
any kind of problem with any of your
classes go to the Chicano EOP and ask
he master tutor to refer you to the
person that is tutoring in your specific
field, I am almost sure that you will
find help. Finals are just around the
corner so don’t wait too long. Don’t
delay go today. The name of the master
tutor is Art Carbajal. You can locate
him at the EOP or find out the hours
that he is in.
Benefit Dance for C.A.P.
Attention you all, there’s going to be
a belief i I dance the 27 of January. The
dance will be held al the 0.1.G. hall. As
of now there will be a band known as
"All These People" I hear these guys
are pretty good. I believe that there
will also be another band to entertain
you. the name of that band has not yet
made it through my hot line, but as
soon as it does you will be the first to
know. As for the tickets for this
function that too has yet to make it to

I

my hot line, but it was said that
probably they are not going to be more
than two dollars. I know you can’t get
better than that.
The benefit dance is for the benefit of
the organization Community Alert
Patrol, better known as CAP. Seems
like CAP has experienced some of the
ever popular activity known as
burglary or as it is called now a days,
they were "ripped -off" of some of their
equipment. Well, anyway it has to be
replaced so if you attend what
promises to be a very exciting evening,
you will not only be giving a helpful
hand you will also be having a great
time and also it will be during the
semester break so there goes your
excuse of having to study. Isn’t it nice
to be able to think of everything. I hope
to be able to add more to this next time.
So keep your "ojos pelones."

by Mark Simon

Jesus, St. John or the other characters
in the cast is outright foolishness and
terribly naive.
The movement begun by Jesus was
religious but it was also most
definitely political. His proponents
who wrote the Bible were interested in
keeping that movement alive. To read
it as The *I’ruth and the only truth is
certainly easier than asking questions.
But then, soaking your own head is
easier than somebody else having to do
the brainwashing.
What is probably the crux of the
problem with Jesus freaks is their
hero, the man himself.
Indeed, for what he was willing to
do, for the revolution he led and the
honorable and honest thoughts he
expressed the man should be admired.
He tried to make a better world and
he was willing to die for such a world.
He was probably not the first man to
die seeking higher standards and he is
certainly not the last.
But this is something the Jesus
freaks lose sight of in their rush to
honor the Messiah, the Christ.
He was a helluva man. Who His
father was is really not the point.

Hood - - He takes from the poor and gives to the rich!

Letters to the Editor

Editor:
Your stories reporting my talks contained several serious factual errors
which should be clarified.
I said changing one’s mind is a
normal human need. This can be accomplished through several means, including drugs. Your story incorrectly
quoted me as saying, "It - the use of
drugs - is a natural need to change the
mind...."
e Attributed to me was the
statement, "Each year more children
are killed by aspirins than marijuana."
Marijuana has never been known to
cause a human fatality. I did say aspirin kills more children each year
than any other drug.
Buckwheat flour is often added
to capsules containing street drugs in
order to give them an "organic"
appearance. This is true of drugs sold
as "psilocybin," as well as those sold
as "mescaline." As I pointed out in my
talks, street drug analysis programs,
such as your own Analysis
Anonymous have repeatedly proven
there is rarely, if ever, any mescaline
or psilocybin in the streets.
e I read a letter from a girl in her

mid -20’s who was embarrassed
because she was a virgin and didn’t
want her boyfriend to know it. Your
newspaper story gave exactly the opposite interpretation - that she was not
a virgin.
The most dangerous error in your
stories was the misquotation that
gonorrhea would go away if untreated.
Untreated gonorrhea leads to very
serious consequences in both males
and females. Disappearance of original
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A WORD FROM ITALY
I am esteemed at the end of my strife:
I was a good man to one woman all my
life.
1 am hurried beside this lonely bay
So the sea can come and wash me
away.
A lover of arts and music and hunts
I am buried by friends who forget me
at once.
Witches dance upon my grave.
Devils come to rant and rave.
Alone am I but for winds that blow
And a gardener who comes to mow.
D. Alan Tenney

San Jose’s Old Spaghetti Factory: great!
by Lou Covey
green salad, a loaf of sourdough French
bread (served on a bread board with a
cutting knife) with two crocks of
butter (garlic and plain), a large
amount of spaghetti with a generous
serving of sauce, a dish of spumoni ice
cream for dessert and all the coffee you
can drink.
As for the service, it is excellent.
I have been called a "waitress watcher" on occasion and, alas, I must admit to this failing (among others), and
the waitresses at the "Factory" do
nothing to cure this habit. They are all
attractive, wear floor length dresses
(which I happen to like) and are incredibly efficient. If your original
waitress gets tied up somewhere, she’ll
send someone else to take care of you.
Finally the best for last. The way
this place is decorated is incredible. It

symptoms does not mean the disease
has left the body. Chronic urinary
problems, sterility, and arthritis are
but some of the difficulties resulting
from untreated gonorrhea.
The Berkeley Barb is not defunct,
but alive and well. The Berkeley Tribe,
which was an offshoot of disgruntled
former Barb staffers, is the newspaper
I stated was defunct.
Sincerely.
Eugene Schoenfeld

Spartan Daily

Vol. 60
Now that everyone has made their
new year resolution and some of us
may still be recuperating from that all
right "borlo." Pues a ustedes nomas les
aconsejo dos blanquillos crudos
batidos con sal. Si eso no les viene pues
tomense un escante de jugo de tomate
con sal y eso no les ayuda pues que
Dios los ayude porque ya se me
acabaron los remedios pare la crude.
How’s that for a few homemade
remedies if they don’t cure you they’ll
kill you or they’ll make you feel like it.
Enough of this, espero que no hayan
hecho esas resoluciones por nada. But
one thing that we all should make as a
resolution is to be un poquito mejor
que el ano que acaba de poser con
nuestros carnales y toda la
humanidad. Hacer bien y no mirar a
quien.

41000C

Sex, drug points clarified by columnist

INTESTINAL FORTITUDE

Alter two weeks of good, oldfashioned home cooking (roast turkey,
warmed-over turkey, turkey stew,
turkey soup and the ever-popular
turkey hash) I’m sure we’re all in need
of a change of pace. I suggest a new
place called "The Old Spaghetti Factory" on N. San Pedro.
The menu is not large. It consists of
spaghetti, more spaghetti, and, if
you’re so inclined, spaghetti. Only the
sauces are changed to protect the innocent. You have your choice of about
nine or ten different sauces ranging
from a very thick meat sauce to sirloin
tips to chicken liver sauce (no I’m not
kidding).
Now. lb. ood may not be like Mama
used to make, but considering the
price, it ain’t biol. For around $2 a complete dinner will give you an ample

Reagan

is a veritable museum of fine mid to
late eighteenth century antiques from
Europe. In the middle of the main
dining room is one of San Jose’s now
extinct cable cars.
The entrance to the "Factory" is
something else too. Instead of a street
entrance, one enters through a cast
iron fence, down a brick alley lighted
by electric "gas" lamps and decorated
with trees, and through large double
doors and into absolute splendor;
Persian rugs, velvet chairs, dark wood
and brick paneling, and wine kegs.
Almost like being in Ghirardelli
Square.
Yes, I think this place could please
most anybody. If you asked real nice
they might even put giblet gravy over
the spaghetti (shudder).

Friends chosen cautiously
Pauline Flondonno
We first smile and then we know.
Italians first know and then they
smile.
Gregarious Americans and kind spirited Italians are different. If you
spend a month in Europe and really
look at people on the street you see
Americans have grown accustomed to
a different set of manners.
The Italian, as ready as he is to give
you his hospitality and everything he
owns is a much more cautious
creature.
If you find you’re his friend you
know it’s going to be pretty lasting.
We’ve grown up in a culture where
you flash a smile at everyone on the
street, stop and say, "My, you’re so
gorgeous today." We live around an
extremely outwardly friendly people
who give compliments freely, anytime
they are warranted, and use tact with
negative comments.
The Italian is different. Whether he
likes something about you it’s likely
he’ll compliment you on very rare occasions. And if it’s something he
doesn’t like, be prepared to hear, "My,
that’s an ugly dress you’ve got on
today."
If someone smiles at you on the
street here it means they really like
you; it’s not just a friendly gesture.
And if you smile too much, you might
be taken for an idiot.
Why this constant smile in the
states? America, the melting pot, tries
to bridge the gap between one
nationality and another, establish a
sense of community and make
everyone feel at home.
Europe doesn’t need to do this. Italy
has been maintaining itself for 3000
years pretty much on its own until the
20th century.

As an example of this air of self-confidence let’s take a look at Tuscany. the
region in which Florence is found.
Many Italians consider Tuscans the
most egotistic Italians.
And perhaps they are. If you quiz a
Tuscan on this point your answer will
more than likely be, "Why not?"
As he goes on to tell you, for 3000
years Florentines have existed and
flourished without the help of the rest
of Italy. The seeds of humanism and all
arts blossomed here, without help
from others.
Yet if you become attached to a
European there’s a special bond. It’s a
different kind of friendship. If he
really cares about you, which is
inevitable if he’s accepted your
friendship at all, he’ll give you all he
possesses.
Because he’s so particular about establishing friendships he will always
have time for you.
Even if you don’t find flashing
smiles on the street, if you’re lucky
you’ll find some really deep and lasting
relationships that make up for those
smiling fares.
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Interviews halted
I he sr:twinning ot personal interviews lor graduating students
has been disiontinued. according to the Registrar’s Office.
Ii will lie replai.eil lix d chef k ...inducted by mail. Upon completion ot 90 units, students can pick up forms to send to the of’
lice.
Results at the check will be sent lathe student along with inturmation iii word of complication.
I he new SVNIrtll does not apply to those whu have already
u is s tor lanuary. 1973.
scheduled iii.
the regisi .0 s . ..wilily accepting applications for lanuarv,
7
illbe answered
tune and summer gi him ion dales. Questions
Ity phoning
by the klegist um. s 1)it I. e

8,, Cathy I’allyn
Compiled from the Associated Press

San Quentin prisoners strike
San QueriltnAbout t.500 o1 the 1.80u inmates ot San Quentin
Itrison veto., .1 ii work yesterday to bring attention to a list ii
demands, prison officials said.
It’s been quiet so far,- said Lee DeBord, information officer.
Amon% the demands of the prisoners are that Warden Louis S.
Nelson and Assistant Warden Al latolis resign

U.S. planes resume bombing

Gardner sent
to Vacaville

SAIG0N-1
01 i,..,i.a.ked the s0..
0,.taeh
North ietnain yesterday, breaking a 36-bout stop in the air
strikes during the New Year’s holiday.
U. S. officials said American bombers were hitting supply
routes in the panhandle in an effort to stop North Vietnam’s annual dry -season drive to bring men and material into South Vietnam across the demilitarized vine I hrii111.111 1..111S

Demos vote war fund cut off
WASHINGTONHouse Democrats .
port cutting oil funds in order to end the Indochina war
immediately subject only to arrangements for sate withdrawal of
troops and return of U.S. prisoners.
The vote on the majority party’s caucus resolution was 154-75.
The war issue and the expected confrontation with Pre.
Richard Nixon on a variety of issues dominated the day-lon,
caucus. Several efforts to weaken the language of the resiilutio:
failed, but the reference to withdrawal of troops and return w
prisoners was inserted.

John Alexander finishes a stained glass window as Roger Desmond observes

’Incredible’ hobby

Lecturer finds art in glass

Hospital damaged ’accidentally’
WASHINGTONThe Pentagon acknolwedged yesterday that
U.S. bombers may have inflicted "some limited accidental
damage" on Bac Mai hospital and the Gia Lam Airport in North
Vietnam.
Spokesman ferry W. Fiedheim did not go so Earns 10 admit U.S.
bombs did damage the hospital and airport, but his statement is
turnabout from last week’s statement denying U.S. bombs struck
the hospital.

Syrian and Israeli jets clash
BEIRUTSyraian and Israeli jets clashed yesterday over
Lebanon’s snow-capped mountains.
The Lebanese government said two lighters were shot down in
the 13-minute clash.

Colon is inaugurated governor
SAN JUAN, P.R.Rafael Hernandez Colon was inaugurated
yesterday as Puerto Rico’s fourth elected governor.
During the ceremony, muted by the death ot baseball great
Roberto Clemente, Colon pledged continued political links with
the U.S. while striving for more local control.

Class designed
to aid undecided
There is a little-known class
called "Personal and Career
Exploration," lor the student,
be he freshman or senior, who
is undecided about his major.
Listed under the Counseling
Education dempartment, it is a
three-unit, pass/tail class.
The goal it the program is to

help teach the student how to
make decisions. The class includes a battery of tests in
vocational areas, visits to
and
various departments.
group and individual
counseling.
Students can contact Dr.
’acid’s in Adm. 2111.

by Debbe Sells
"Incredible" is the way
Speech Communication lecturer Roger Desmond describes stained glass art. He
should know. He creates it.
"I was first interested in it as
a result of my interest in
medieval literature." said Desmond.
"lust think of the incredibly
dull life of a man in the Middle
Ages working long hours as
a serf maybe. The only comfort
he had in life was going to
church on Sundays. I imagine
when he gazed into the big
windows it must have been
one of the first psychedelic
experiences."
Alter 18 months of working
with stained glass as a hobby.
Desmond still considers
"nonstrictly
himself
professional." and said that
’It’s just away I relax from my
.0ademic pursuits."
Arabs First
The first stained glass, he
pointed out, was probably
used by the Arabs as windows
in the sides of stone houses.
Stained glass. he pointed
mil, is much more durable than
a regular glass window. He
cited the glass windows in the
cathedrals in Reims. France
as an example.
He was lucky. ’he said, to
have as a friend a "true
master.’ of the art. John
Alexander, whit taught him

he 11 11.155 tII 111,1,111,4 1111
glass. Alexander, a professional, operates a shop in
Oldlown, Los Gatos, where he
gives lessons to the public in
addition to the work he sells.
Design hardest
’the hardest part of the
process is the design. says
Desmond.
"You have to learn to think
in terms of stained glass.
which is a source of
rather than as a painting,
which simply reflects light."
he continued.
certain
has
"Glass
properties you have to become
acquainted with."
Alter the design is laid out,
the glass is cut with a diamond
lip wheel. Desmond recalls
that his first experiences with
glass cutting involved much
"trail and error."
Next, the leading is applied,
after being stretched to avoid
breakage of the glass due to
lead sagging This most be
done individually for each
piece of glass. which can be
Desmond
time-consuming.
commented. One tiffany lamp.
15 inches in diameter. may
have as many as BOO pieces of
glass in it.
After the individual pieces
have been soldered together.
the glass is waterproted by
putting putty in the tiny
cracks between the lead and

:-tainetimes the most frustrating part is the final
Desmond
step-laughed. installing it."
Hazards
There are hazards to the
trade.
-Stained glass is the
sharpest thing in the world,"
stated Desmond. He recalls
many limes when he’s cut
himself from the raw edges of
the glass.
"Mostly this thing involves
a lot ol patience and time."
Desmond said.
"Real stained glass isn’t
anything like that plastic resin
simulated stained glass you
see so much now.- slated Desmond. "I mean, those are nice
decorative things, but they’re
nothing like the real thing."
Local examples
You don’t have to go far to
see some nice pieces of stained
glass, he pointed out. He cites
the Gazebo restaurant in Los
Gatos
and
Stanford
University chapel as having
sonic of the nicest work he’s
seen.
Together with Alexander,
Desmond hopes to be working
in the luture on a "dalles-daverre" window which is made
with pieces of glass two inches
thick that are cut with a chisel.
Currently. he is learning
about Louis Tiffanyand the
process of making authentic
tiffany lamps. "What a hard
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Christmas tree ecology

0

Ecology is being given a
boost in the valley through the
grinding up of Christmas
trees, thereby returning them
to the soil as organic matter.
Milpitas Public Works
Department has nine vacant
field sites where trees can be
dropped oft for disposal
through Friday. City Park
division crews will use their
brush-chipping machine to
grind the trees into mulch.
On the west side of town.
Mark Turnoy and Rick

Stamm. both 19, have formed a
mini-corps of volunteers to
pick up Christmas trees as an
ecological effort.
The group of about seven
men will be using three pickup
trucks to drive throughout
West Valley neighborhoods.
Using as their boundaries.
Stevens Creek Blvd..
Road,
Saratoga-Sunnyvale
Highway 9, and Winchester
campaign
will
end
Blvd.. their
Friday.
Turnoy. a former University

of California at Santa Cruz
student. said "By grinding up
the trees as we’ll be doing,
they’ll definitely be going back
into the ground, but they
should never have been cut in
the first place."
"The best way to have
Christmas trees is to buy real
ones and keep them alive, not
keep chopping the trees
down," he added.
Turnoy says the group will
seek a donation of 50 cents per
tree to cover such expenses as

saw rental and the gallons ol
gasoline used to make their
many trips.
Free drop-off sites in the
Milpitas area are:
Weller school site at the
corner of Dixon Road and
Conway.
Park site at Russell Lane,
Columbus Drive, and Escuela
Parkway.
O
Waller Reuther Park on
the south side of lacklin Road.
Yosemite
at
Falcato

Drive.
Vacant field adjacent to
Sinnott Park at the end of
Clear Lake Avenue,
Is Behind Pinewood Park
in the field adjacent to Starlite
Drive.
Reformation
Beside
Lutheran Church at the corner
of Abel Street and Weller.
Vacant field adjacent to
the west side of Milpitas City
Hall at the end of Stub Street
and Milpitas Boulevard.
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thing," he commented.
"It’s more like a colored
glass sculputre than anything
else."
’the small lamps Alexander
creates sell tor about $185
reported Desmond.
"john’s also working on a
design to merge metal
sculpture with stained glass,"
said Desmund.
"Oh. I have fantasies, too,"
he continued. "john and I are
dreaming that we’d like to
make a complete greenhouse
of stained glass."That would be amazing," he
concluded.

SJSU alumnus
victim of crash
Gary E. Pierce, one-time
News Editor of the Spartan
Daily and a 1971 graduate of
San loseStateUniversity, was
killed in a Hayward auto accident Dec. 16.
Pierce. 22, was a passenger
in his car that was driven by a
friend, lames Kuchun of Fresno, Ii collided with another
auto driven by Dennis Antgin
of Fremont, according tit
police.
Neither Kuchan nor Antgin
was seriously injured in the
crash.
Chabot
attended
Pierce
junior College in Hayward
from 19137-1969. During his
last two semesters at Chabot.
he served as Editor-in -Chief 01
the college newspaper.
Pierce graduated in the
Spring of 1971 from SISU and
went to the University 01
California at Santa Barbara
for graduate study.
He was to begin work as a
reporter for the Nevada Slate
lournal in Reno on Ian. 1. He
was employed by the Dail
Review from 1968 until 197
as a copy boy, an intern

.

diva.

is

part-time

Pierce 18 survived by his
parents who live at 2339
Itermuild 1,,ine in Hayward.

A public meeting to insure
more citizen participation In
the federal revenue sharing
package." will be held at Fiesta
1.alina Hall. at Seventh and
San Carlos streets at 7 this
evening, according to laines
the
Beall, organizer of
Communitt.
for
Coalition
Revenue
in
Participation
Sharing ICCI’Ht-e

office. the District Attorney
may retile the charges against
Gardner if he feels further
developments warrant such a
move.
Another spokesman in the
District Attorney’s ollice said
the recent trial date was
merely inconvenient and that
his department hopes for
another trial date.

Youth fares
called unjust
by air board
A 11’1.1’111 111’1.1101111 111, 1111’
Civil Aeronautics Board
’CAB’ points toward the eventual elimination of discount
tares to promote youth and
family air travel.
CAB voted 3-2 that domestic
youth fares are unjustly discriminatory and should no
longer be permitted. The
decision implied the same late
tor international youth tares.
’the National Student Lobby
INSLI and senior citizen
groups are seeking to reverse
the CAB decision through
Congressional action.
"Although CAB has set no
specific date for terminating
youth tares pending a hearing
in early 1973, the discounts
could very well end as early as
March."
commented
NSL
Executive Director Layton
Olson.
CAB has soured on youth
tares after receiving much
mail from older travelers.

THE INTERLUDE SALOON
corner 3rd & Santa Clara

*
SUBMARINE ’ ’M 49c
*
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Rent Econto-cAst,
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40kr
0
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Gardner.
Charles
Dean
lose State
former
San
University brothel’ squad tackle, was ordered back to
Vacaville State Prison for
violating prnbation alter being
arrested for the second time on
charges of rape.
The order was issued on
Dec. 27 by Superior Court
judge Bruce Allen.
Gardner was arrested for
rape at San lose Airport Oct.
10 when he gut MI a return
flight from Albuguerque. N.M.
alter an SISII grid game there.
The former football player
had already been convicted in
lanuary 1972 al two counts of
rape anti had been placed on
probation. Arrest tor another
crime violated the probation.
Also on Dec. 27 the Santa
Clara County District Attorney’s office tiled tor a continuance of Gardner’s trial for
the Oct. 10 incident.
,However, Gardner waived
the preliminary hearing of the
Oct. 10 charges and judge
Allen dismissed the new case
entirely to prevent delay of
Gardners sentence for the
lanuary 1972 charges.
According to a spokesman
in the Superior Court Clerk’s

1111!NO.= 111

Sinclair freeway
ready for traffic
San lose Slate University students will I ind it a little easier to
get to school from now on, at least tor awhile.
The barriers were taken down on the new Sinclair section 0;
Interstate 280 freeway last week and until the public ilisCovers
its advantages, it will provide easy access to commuters from
almost anywhere.
The Sinclair, which runs from Highway 17 and the lunipern
Serra section of I-280 east to 1.1.5. 1(11, passes just south of SISII.
Exits at 7th. tenth and eleventh streets will serve university
students as will an on -ramp at 4th and Reed that lends west.
In addition, the freeway makes downtown San lose accessibl,
all along its five -mile length.
Eventually. the Sinclair will connect with Interstate 680 in
Milpitas and the Guadalupe parkWay in downtown San lose
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HEAR THIS!!
8-1K & Cassette Acito Stereo Tape Players
Stereo Speakers (Chrome or Black Covered)

Tape Cases for Cassettes & 8-1K Tapes
Fm
Converter for Your AM Auto Radio
Universal

3-6 8-10 oz. magnets

Full Service Station for Motorola. Panasonic. Hitachi. Fujitsu. as well

as

all other makes

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHANDISE

HEAVY ON FOOD
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
ONLY 4.00
ALL LOCAL MERCHANTS

WEST VALLEY RADIO INC 2906 Scott Blvd.
On Scott Blvd & Central Expressway-just across from Memorex
1:4). vccial-::t.111
211- 1100

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
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Sociology professors class;
possible end to inferior education

Sure ’A’ class:
by Elizsbotb Vsaiesas
Ever heard about the class
"A"
guaranteed
the
with
grade DX a mythical class,
the dream ot every university
student. This figment of the
be the
would
curriculum
answer to eery grade point
average in need of help, it it
existed.
However. it does exist and
San lose State I iniversity may
be able to base that myth in
the barn in a real class by next
tall. accurdlng to Dr. Azmy
Ibrahim. associate professor
of sociology.
Dr. Ibrahim said he hopes to
be teaching a course titled
Sociology ii
-Principles
based upon the Personalized
System of lost ruction IPS!! by
next fall.
Two other instructors Irian
department.
sociology
the
Ibrahim.
Ur.
with
along
conference
two-day
attended a
tic-lure
weekend
the
Thanksgiving al Long Beach
Ii ni versi I y.
-The
State
of
consisted
conlerence
evaluations of PSI which has
seven
past
I
or
the
been used
years in the United States..
explained Dr. Ibrahim.
-The course is cli %Ailed into
units. said Dr. Ibrahim. The
student will base live or six
inddels coniprised ol two
riots. ’ Through each unit, the
-,turfent reatls the material and

of each unit, the student must
take a test from the instructor
bet ore going on to the next unit
of instruction.
-11 the student Ilunks the
exam, he goes back and
studies the material some
more before taking the ekeln1
again.- explained Ur. Ibrahim.
The way the exams at the
end of the units work towards
that guaranteed -A- grade
goes something like this: In
order to pass a unit of instruction, the student must earn an
-A- grade. II the student
receives a grade equivalent to
a -If or "C’’ or lower, he
automatically flunks the
exam.
However, anything lower
than an "A- grade is not
recorded. "It is a system of
reward.
no
There
is
punishment.said
Ur.
Ibrahim.
who
has
been
teaching at SISU for six years.
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or not.- commented Dr.
Ibrahim.
With the PSI course, the
professor has to know if the
student is getting the material
and if not, the instructor gives
the student help then and there
until the student understands,
explained Dr. Ibrahim.
The second problem, according to Dr. Ibrahim, will be
"They
administration.
the
won’t like the idea of a class in
which everybody passes with
an ’A’. We have to have a
change of understanding in
education.
"II we can standardize this
system throughout the United
States, it will end the idea of
an interior education. The man
graduating I rom Harvard will

Mist:.
JANUARY GRADS in I..
moll St leave .ditl Arlo I
olio:not vrioluxtion reception itn 1.111!.
lion :A 51111n the SI I aunt,.
limn, I ildiludins o-iohinu lo Attend
tat I lbsin Itio man ,r.rion
ANTHRO rk t. NEC:151K hi 01.i.

have the same intormation
Dom the standard PSI course
as the man graduating from
San lose Stale University.
"My philosophy is if a
student has passed all levels of
education and goes to college.
then he has the brains to
understand anything. We, the
instructors, were not giving
him the material the right way.
"We
must
look
at
the
students as an individual who
has the potential and give him
the time and instruction.
"This
system
will
encourage, help and separate the
individual to go at his own
pace, use his time to study, and
make sure that he will get the
knowledge." concluded Ur.
Ibrahim.

pot luck.

electric

$12.50
$1750 IBM

San Jose Typewriter Co., Inc.
24 South Second. 293-6383 - Established 1900
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Dr. Ibrahim hopes to personalize education

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

today

(415) 526-

Directed by Wm. Wyler
Starring; Stamp, Eggar

NEW FIATS

ques used successfully by California Pre-Law
students. Taught in San Jose by practicing
lawyers. Cost $75.
Course for Feb. 10 LSAT starts Jan. 25. For
complete information call
2250.

"THE
COLLECTOR"

STAR MOTORS

REGISTER NOW for Jan or March LSAT
Review Course to maximize your LSAT score
Instructions exclusively in exam-taking techni-

ts lo.

$48.00 mo.
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P.S. This is our lost show of the semester

HKF’F sl

375 SO. M

with some scattered clouds.
Continued cold with windy
gusts up to 30 mph. Some
decrease in wind volocity after
dark. Today’s high at SISU
will be 50, tonight’s low will
drop to 34.

TWO SHOWS
3:30 (35c)
7:30 (500

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
1 mo.-$8.00
3 mo.

From the SISU Meteorolopy
Dept. Mostly clear today

WEDNESDAY
CINEMA

Special Student Rental Rates
manual

cold today

lite less ish thi) ul rebl will
be ushered in with a Shabbal
the
dinner at
IShabbathl
lewish Students Center, 441S.
10th ST. this Friday night at 7.
Sponsored by the Hillel
Foundation, this free dinner is

PERFECTION NEEDED? DO IT YOURSELF!

PRE -LAW STUDENTS

0151.11 , II II
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Mil
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70 per cent of the student s
cumulative grade is already all
’A’. The student will get an ’A
on the final, there’s no was
about It. The final is just all the
unit exam material over again.
"Of course, if you goof on the
instructor
’list
the
final,

1.11.1M.
I

instructors love that podium
and "float in a cloud" and
listen to themselves "talk
about their ideas- in front of a
class.
"Under the present system.
II creates the instructor who
doesn’t rove a damn, winds up
lecturing
to
only
a
few
students and doesn’t care if the
tit her St udenls eet the material

Dr. Ibrahim explained.
"Each student has just passed
10 exams wit h grades of ’A’. To
get that ’A’, the student must
know the material almost
perfectly. Going into the final.

sa. tzagla 1 cite
Ill 1151 "Ii O1 1151

The

student
doesn’t let you go.
studies more, lakes. the find,
passes it with an ’A’ and then
gets the ’A’ in class. ’ There are two problems to
PSI
the
before
osercome
Course beEuinfes a part ol the
curriculum. According to Dr.
Ibrahim. first there most be a
re-education ot the podiumSoo
prolessors.
loving

Gusty winds,

Shabbat
observed

and it’s a good one.

Present Student Body Card For Discount

CC1
ANN01.114( I MENTS
SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food Snoeaents instant Protein.
Vital. ea Vita E Calcium etc
Home Cleaners (Basic H. L. etc I
Home Cleaners Basic H L. etc )
Lleauty Aids lprO,emflhzeo Shampoo SIC 1
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3886
PISCEAN WATERBEDS ,5213 W San
ANNOUNCEMENTS

SHAKLEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND
SINCE 1915:
Food SuPPiereentS Onstant Protein.
voaLea Vita E Calcium etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H L. etc I
Home Cleaners (Basic H L MCI
tosoty Auth iProteinned Shampoo etc I
John 4 Mary Rnoades 297-3868
FISCEAN WATERBEDS 1528 W San
SI 294.1455 (Just West of
ears> features KILN DRIED DOUGLAS
nandcratted frames top quality
...nennattresses from $12 & up. organic
- ;allure pillows quality 10-11nede
sales & service accessorise friendly
service righteous prices BEDS TO
RESIL BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN
44-1455
_HRISTIAN SCIENCE COLLEGE
’Oluszation meets Thurs 730 PM in
emoiial chapel All are welcome,
-LIFT YOUR SPIRITS"
ion a college.age BALLET class at
aura School of Ballet Basic tech.’,
ie for the beginning dancer Beverly
drabs Grant Drrector Phnne 241.1776
no answer 286-8917
HAVE A PROBLEM? Looking for
t,swers, Let Campus SO S help Call
e Spanan [Oily eta77-3191 or drop by
_
THE MONEY BOOK IS S160.00
.,rAL vALuE 1.50 00 FOODI FOR
’YLV $4 01 NOW -72 COUPONS
SPIRES JUNE I 1973-GET YOURS
Ow -SPARTAN BOOKSTORE THE
,ONEYBOOK GIVES YOU ONE MEAL
SEE WHEN vOu BUY YOUR SECOND
’,ESL
AMER F Akio_ Y STEAK HOUSE 131
CO FRIED CHICKEN
EL LAS RESTAURANT
ROUND TABLE PIZZA 131
ELMATADOR RESTAURANT
PEANUTS SANDWICH SHOP
SAW ROOTBEER DRIVE-IN
SENIOR TACO
SCOTLAND FISH N CHIPS
ORANGE WINZiT
PEPt TO S MEXICAN FOODS
CACHr TO DEL TERRE
MIKE 5 HERO SANDWICHES
TACO BELL
SHEL TER SALOON
LA TAXANITA (1
21
ARBY S ROASTBEEF
FUTURE CPA’s:Learn how to propere for
Ins CPA exam Becker CPA Review
Course Call Coned San Franctec0 415
781-4395 San Jose 251-8446
_
FREE MOVING COXES AND
WOOD PALLETS COURTESY OF:
BODEGA ESPANA
1040 N 4th St
You, complete Wine & beer store
SPECIAL MONEY BOOK OFFERS
YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT
TWOS TRACK STEREO TAPES
FOR THE PRICE OF ON(!
25. OFF ON MUSIC INSTRUMENTS>
TWO MONTHS MUSIC LESSONS
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE MONT141
SI 50 OFF ON LP RECORDS!
TWO WATER MATTRESSES
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE1
ONE DOLLARS WORTH OF
FREE BILLIARD TABLE TIME!
CARS WASHED AND JET WAXED
FOR etis -NO GAS PURCHASEI
TWO PEOPLE TAKE INTRODUCTORY
COURSE FOR
KENPO
THE PRICE OF ONE PERSON?
40 TV PILLOW WITH
FREE 36
PURCHASE OF PASSION Purr,
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE -ONLY 64.00

v.i.P. PIZZA ,tuden1 LrIL/u0i 1/
percent on any Pizza Purchase and
Dollar Pitcher Beer Offer good MONTHURS. DEC 6-DEC 21Fri & Sat dance to
live tour prece bands Night Club atmosphere Mal seats 156 people Pool
Table & Com Games Located 1488 So
tat St Four Doors South of Alma Ave.
FREE PUPPIES-7 wks Lab-Shep mix
Loveable ’Mins Call 683-4258
evenings
BLOOD DRIVE-New Blood needed to
reorganize anemic fraternity Call Roger
or Gary at 293-9320

automuTIVF
’65 VS SUS-Rebuilt eng Peceiptto
ninit-in toed carpet extra finecond $950
293.3180
’59 BUG EYE SPRITE. Real sharp rollbar,
nardtop new tires maga Coro shoCk.
reblt eng 5700 374-5643
IN VW BUG-completely custonurecl
New tires, brakes paint. carb & more
5800 or best offer 961-8873
71 YAMAHA 360. Good transportation
Excellent condition Call after 7 PM 27/8595
70 TRIUMPH 650CC Pert shape It P.Pes
8550 iolter Dave 2913-0181
’70 VW CAMPMOBILE. Red, good condition ice box lent must sell best offer.
269-9115
19 630 FIAT SPYDER. Low mileage
5875 297-5385 aftemoonsi247-1804
after 5 p m
’63 OLDS. Runs needs. Work Ask for
John Make otter 292-4487
_

FOR SALE
WATER BEDS -Yin Yang Water Bed Co
Since 191t) an water beds and accessories of the finest quality at the lowest
prices Compare anywhere 2 locatrons
400 Park Ave. Downtown San Jose 21181263 and 21 E Campbell Ave across
from West Valley College, Campbell 3781040
BICYCLES
Sales and Service
Discount on pans and Accessories
to students year round
Gene’s Bicycle Bern
E William St 293-7897

uss

ARE YOU STILL PAYING full once for
Paperbacks’ Recyle features largest
selection of miniboom SCiiinee lichen on
Bay Area. I price. mostly We pay 20 per
am cover. 30 per cent trade for your
better paperbacks used records, too
Recycle 235 So tel St 288-6275 open
10-9
SHREDDED FOAM RUMEN 354 per lb
293-2954
BLACKLITE POSTERS SI 50, PATCHES
754 & up. INSENSE 25 STOCLS 296.
PIPES $1 00$ UP. RADIOS 53 S8& UP,
LEATHER
GOODS.
BINOCULARS
$2280 UP BLACKLITE. COMPLETE
$1185 4 522 95 STROBE LIGHTS
$1165, GAS GLO BULB KM INDIA
PAINTS, FISH NETTING $1 958 UP TSHIRTS S2 OD EACH BROOKS SO E San
Fernando 1 Olk from SJSU Phone 2925409

IS’

THE PISMO. 35 $ 41h St IA block
north of Library) 281-1030 Features a
complete line of heated waterbeds from
154. pato**, accessories. quality 10alond imported bikes from $63 Sales It
Service All at nghteoue Man with Thendly helpful service 257-7030 BEDS TO
REST BIKES THE BEST AT PISCEAN
’WET SUITS" and two "surfboards"
sunsystern see 414- KI-OKI surfboards
rnedrurn ’ bodyglove vinsurts 251-1273
DTNACO FM-111 TUNER KIT. unimaionbled 61111 /n snipping COMainer Factory
guarantee $145 Call 336-8827 (in Ben
Lomond)

WHAT iS A FUR BEACH????
Handbags of FUR Rugs-Bedsloreada
Beautiful SUEDE In over 20 colors
Coyote-Coo/ HIDES Skunk-Fox-Rebba.
Latrgo-belt LEATHER for skirts-pants
Fur stutf to DECORATE cars and pads
Tons of cool CLEAN SAND to Walk on
COME see THE FUR BEACH. wad trip.
1411 The Alameda S J 2013-8588
PHOTO-STAMPS
Personalize your stationary greeting
cards and thank you notes with your own
CinOlo Real pictures in stamp forms Fifty
is a prOlessional
photo-stamps 1- a 1
nigh gloss photograph Clear brilliant
sparkling perforated wrth gummed
backs Like a sneet of postage stamps
Reproduced from any size photo or
negatrve
Photo will be returned
unharmed Allow one week for delivery
Palace Trading Co 259 So 1st St SJ
95113 Enclose $250 .5% sales tax
SAVE THIS AD. Before you pay retail for
stereo equip. check with us for discount
pnces on Teac. Susi... Pioneer. Dual.
etc We putout. San Jose State
students the lowest prices available in the
entire Bay Area Cal/ tot Weekly specials
247-2028
GIANT poster made from any photo or
slide in 1 day 55 Terrific gift ides
SUPER SHOT 353 Meridian 293-5684
EDGAR, TROPIOUARIUM I GIFT
SHOPPE, 40 E San Antonio St San
Jose Specializes in Miniquanums &
Oriental Art Obiects Unique gobs A
small & inendly store
NEW TOOLS-WOOD LATHE 36"
LONG $22 WOOD LATHE 4 FT LONG
$49 TABLE SAW $65 JOINTER $40
BELT SANDER $25 BROOKS 80 E SAN
FERNANDO PHONE 292-0409 1 BLK
FROM SJSU
AOUASPRING
Home Water Distillers
Automatic electric portable distiller
removes obictionable impurities to give
100% pure water Excellent for drinking
and cooking (especially for babies and
special diet formulas) winerneking kits,
color photography, irons. battens,.
travel trailers, etc 2 yr guarantee Distributor 286.5286
EXPRESSION III, line art & crafts Select
from unique handmade items-Have
items made to your specrlicatrons Painhngs
macrame
weaving. leather.
woodwork. Candles. CranliCe
rnetalworks aiwelry. & photography
OPEN Mon-Set 11.30 a m.-6 p.m 66 E
San Fernando 53 292-1587 Just 2 blks
Iron, SJS library
TV-PANASONIC ir UHF
Model IR 539 1 months old
$150 Phone 277-85313
EMBROIDERY done on T-shirts. Lens,
your Choice Cell Helen 29745023,
COKE machine Antique-good working
coed Takes 6 ox bottles Good
conversation piece Best offer 995-0532
HARD TO FIND-Old iewelry. crocks,
baskets beaded baps. pocket knives.
lamps, clocks books. records, kit Mensits, mot
frames. mirrors Manta,
bicycles.
turnaure.
appliances.
hardwire, looks, camping equip You’ll
Be happy you found the LOST FEAT
MARKET 1940 8 1st St. 53 293-2323
(Across front Accent) Open Wed thou
Sun 5-430 FREE perking I admission
MAMIYA SIKOR1000 DTI. Camera body
spot and aver metlIn--exceilliknf condition $85 Call Mike 2604959
SKIERS-BUCKLE boots sue Ihe Excerient condition 74r’1629

HELP WANTED
COLLEGE GRADS WITH MASTERS
DEGREE DIGS DITCHES Sound
Jammer, When career (KAMM. we so
cOmpelitove would it be to your advantage to lawn valuable bosons. x penance solf.nvelopment plus a timely
income while shit in college ALCAS
CORP has few such positions for the
right students Call 288-8739 after 5 PM
Ii, personal interview

STUDENTS earn 51011 Or more per week
Year round working wryoung boys on
interesting newspeper promotion
program No exp nec You are trained bY
experts No inves1.. collections. or del
nec Its easy to earn even higher Income
Over 50% ol our students average more
?nen $100iweek last year You must have
a valid drivers license. insurance, good
running car Working hours are 3-9 PM
and 8.30 AM-4 30 PM Sat Call now 2891091 ask tor Mr Terry
ADVERTISING/P.R.
Creative. self-starter needed by apt/Wilco center builders to write own ads
prepare promotion schedules & do P R
work Send resumes to Interland attention Bill Meyers. 122 Saratoga Santa
Clara 95050 No phone calls please
FULL OR PART TIME. Men .5 women
drivers Mon Wed . Fri and Tues., Thurs..
Sat.. Sun, 1.00 PM to 630 PM & 10
AM to 6-30 P.M 30 per cent to 50 per
cent commission Tropical Ice ’cream
Co 358 No Montgomery St., S.J. 2974228. Mr Bennett
MEN-PHOTOGRAPH NUDE COEDS,
free camera & IlIm, student discounts.
group rates 1415 The Alameda, SJ 11
AM-12PM Class this Monday Nits 7 30
PM 55 998-1965
cocktail
PART TIME holutellsee
waitresses Red Baron Restaurant 923E060 Bill or Jay, or apply in person
LOOKING FOR SOMEONE as" longtime
companion for handicapped Individual -FREE room & board to girl over
18 Very nice apt. Call Robert Hall al 2983208 after 5 PM
DT wants to know Somethong
Let the Spartan Daily’s weekly Campus
SOS column help you Call 277-3181
LOVE YOUR BOSS
When you become a SHAKLEE
distributor
you are your own boss. No quotas
no risks! Every distributor has
different goals & different approaches
The fact Mat our natural products
really are the finest is reflected In
our Out of Sight Sales Growth
Please make comparisons
We will ask you to doe little research
Store we let you sponsor in
NO DISCRIMINATION SHORT HAIR
OK
JOHN& MARY 468 SO 5th 02-297-3666
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY?
IntrnstIonal
Local/National
Management Trainee Positions open
Possible earnings up to $1,500/mo Only
ambitious & aggressive individual need
apply Call Mr Wilson weekdays
1519397
!EWERS
20 TELEPHONE I
needed pert-time or permanent. 4 hours
minimum daily pls call D Eberhardt 374/557 9 em to 330 pm -for sure 9
pin -later occasionally
FREE ROOM 11 BOARD for Ilve-In
babysitter Female Must Be ’veil. MonFri 12 midnite to 6 a m Direct bus route
to SJSU 241-1797
MUST SUPERVISE sister’s children at
Tech** cabin Dec 16 to 24 Need help
wall cooking & activities Call 294-0783
Free room & board & fun

ROOM FOR RENT. Modern thi.el 00115e
In Willow Glen for serious student
$10/mo incl util 267-3830 Nrck

FURN, APTS,
230 E San Salvador across from SJSU
Call 294-8028 or 294-8758. Ask forJ.B. or
Mr Lee.

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm with new vow carpets.
50111.111 kolChan. Garbage Disponi, air
condaronrng, enclosed garage. pOol
Pik SJSU. quiet I oupplex. $175 Free
laundry. Manager, 4680 510 01 286-0944

APT FOR RENT-On or after Jan 1 for
Spring. sem Across frorn SJS Nice 1
bdrm turn 5135imo Call anytime 2934218 or 294-13028 Ask for J B or Mr Lee

LARGE 1 Bedroom apts
furnished
woo carpets
Recreation room.
SWIM (1001.
820 So 9th St SJ $130
Studros $100

FOR RENT
VERY Ige 1 BR Scots
Pure, vow carpels
Swim pool, roc room, $130
Studios $100
620 S 9th St SJ

LARGE, CARPETED. FURN. 1 barer apt
Parking. 2 blks from SJSU 536 So. 8th Mil
295-7894 afternoons
DELUXE Furn apt, for rent-5 blks from

FREE ROOMS BOARD to girl over 18a6
8 Campanion to a handrail:9n Individual Very nice apt Call Roibert Hell
at 298-3208 after 5 PM

MEN: FURN. cone rooms wield & living
room priv. All 0111 pd ()wet students only
585 & 570 49S. 141h St. 294-5694.
MALE, share Ig 3 bdrm apt Excel loc.
$6688 inquire 292-4273 or 247 8198
Marc

FURN. STUDIO APT. Own gal Utilities
pd No gar Cln dep 251 S 14111 St

SHARE UNFURN. 1 BR. APT; near Um
Quiet & neat, noce neighborhood.
Female No drug 550/mo Util NOT Oct
998-8311

LARGE 253 Sr .2 bath AEK. mints, oft
it pk , pool, 4 blks, to camp. Study atmosphere 470 S 11th St. dl 287-7590.
LARGE APTS. 2 bdon. 2 bath. turn NOW
$150 See at SOBS 11th St. 2984045

SERVICES

NEED MALE STUDENT by Jan 1st to
share 2 bdrm townhouse next to campus
584 mo . clean, non-smoker 275-05913

TYPING.
EDITING.
ENGLISH
AFTER 13

FELLOWS W.O. area S45/mo. w/kIt. priv.
TV 294-1211

FAST, ACCURATE ALSO
IBM SELECTRIC. FORMER
TEACHER CALL 244-8444
MARY BRYNER

SAN JOSE Residence House-Inside
courtyard, color TV. maid &
parking. 584/mo up. 520.50 week. Neer
Univ.. So 11th St 293-7374.

CHARTER FUGHTS
Complete domestic/international
travel program
STUDENT SERVICES WEST. INC.
Cell 14061 287-8240 for further info.

FOR RENT-2 bedroom furnished
"hutment near the campus. Room herd
students New rugs Call 252-2343.

RENT A TV OR EEEEEEE no contract
Free del Free service Call Esche’s 2512598

ROOM wilut priv Non-emoker 5 bike to
SJS. Large quiet clean $65/mo. 257-3125
before noon is best time.

BRIDAL FAIRE PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates $88 includes
gold & white album. 60 color prints of
your choice full set of slides BRIDE
KEEPS ALL NEGATIVES-Extra lull
color 13x109-51 25 esch Stall of 20
phologlephers Make an appointment to
see our samples-then decide Open every
evening until 10 pm For FREE Bride’
Packet call 257-3161.

LARGE 1 bdrm opts Oulet. pool, car
port, convenient ern. Student-manager.
$135 1786 The Alameda 293-5377
MEN-Guist, clean, warm rms for rent.
Single & double one wilut pm $40 So
tith & 617 So 8th
MOD. FURN APT. ie blk ret, campus,
st/w carpet In living no 1 bdrm $140. Who
a ga, Inc Quiet No pets Avail. Jan. let
1973 463 So. 7th. Ing. 499 So. Mt 1165342 or 266-4361

TYPING
80 North 3rd St Apt 0823
287-4355 lbel ore 6 am aft 2 p m M-F1
INSURANCE
AUTO/MOTORCYCLE
CSIS (COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE), WITH NINE
CALIFORNIA OFFICES TO SERVE YOU.
HAS THE BEST RATES CALL US AT
289-8681 OR STOP BY 404$ 3RD ST MD FLOOR

CLEAN. COMFORTABLE. lam. 1 bdrm
apt 833 So 5th St 266-7474. 206-7332.
APTS, for rent Clean. 1 IL 2 Km
furnished Onmediste Spring Occu 457
S 9th St 1161k frorrr HI-nse Derrnild

TYPING TO SE DONE?
Theses, manuscripts term papers &
general reports Fast accurate. reheble,
end reasonable rates Cell Mrs. Alice
Ernmench at 249-2884

URGENTI Fern roommate warned ASAP
by Xmas or by Jan 1 3 bdrm/2 be w/2
fern $155, veer campus. 299-4409
1 I 2 SDP. hum apts, near campus.
COvered parking. laundry, wig pd. 5130175.dep 835 S 11 Sam lease

AIMS.
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TYPING of all kinds. IBM Executive
typewriter Experienced, fallible and
very reasonable. IBM area. 5713-2663.
WEDDING BELL BLUES? Cheer up with
talented musical trio. We play your requests at ceremony or reception 9260413 for more info

UNWED MOTHER can’t afford to keep
kit, Mom IS brown kits are block &white.
have tails & claws Call 258-0638

ANYONE WITNESSINOmotorcycle theft
on 919 50 across from Weal Hall on Oct.
31 please call 284-9773

TYPING-EDITING IBM, fast, accurate,
experrenced Free Pick-up and del Call
p.m 378-1525 Carm Finney.
COME CLEAN WITH CAMPUS
LAUNDERETTE CLEANERS!
SWEATERS, SHIRTS, PANTS, .96 and
up.
402 S 3rd at San Salvador
TYPING-Reasonable 279-2483 after 8
PM
PARKING $6/mo free 2 blocks from
State on 5th St Phone moms or eves.
293-4275
TYPING OVERLOAD?
Let me help. Term papers-Gen" reports
Call Donna today after 530 292-9359
Will work over holidays,

TRANSPORTATION
FLYING SOON? Your TWA Campus
Representative Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY Fly at 1/3 off
with a TWA Youth Passport and take tiO
FREE
to 24 months to pay with
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD-Call 2878888 for information or 298-6800 for
reservations
RIDE WANTED ban to Mpls Minn. at
Christmas tone Will help Pan esPetne
Kathy at 225-9472
EAST AFRICA
EUROPE -I
Student flights !nannies student
camping tours throughout Europe. Russia. end Mexico Official SOFA agent for
inter-European student cherter floghte
including Middle East and Far East
Student ski tours European used car
purchase system. CONTACT, ISCA,
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04, L.A. Call?
90049 Tel 1328-0955.
RIDE WANTED: to Seattle or viCInIty
Want to leave Dec 23 or 24 Will share
carving & expenses One way or round
trip Call Dennis 287-7387
UK TO TRAVEL? Sig Ep has 203 acCOrnmodationt across the nation Call
Roger or Gary et 293-9320

PERSONALS
SEETLEBOARD owners If you are pen
of the edverlising beetleboard campaign,
please cell the Spertan Daily 61277-3181
Ask for feature department
WHO CARES ABOUT SAN JOSE?
KSJS DOES!
GO PUBLIC GO KSJSI

EVERYTHING you always wanted to
know about anything but were afraid to
ask. Ask Campus &OS. at 277-1381 and
see it in the Daily.
THE MONEY BOOK IS 11160.00 TOTAL
VALUE (5513.00 FOOD) FOR ONLY $4.00
Now 872 COUPONS EXPIRES JUNE I.
1973-GET YOURS NOW-SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE GOT THE MUNCHIES7
GET YOUR MONEY BOOK AT THE
SPARTAN BOOKSTORE AND GO GET
YOUR FREEBEES AND OTHER GOOD
DEALS.
MCDONALD’S
DER WIENERSCHNITZEL 131
SUN’N SOIL
ROUND TABLE PIZZA (3)
BARREL’S FISH ’N CHIPS
CAESAR’S PIZZA HOUSE
ISABEL’S DELICATESSEN
SPARTAN HOUSE
7-ELEVEN
HAVE 2 very beautiful birthdays Terri
Wallet and LOrrie Kikuchi from four
cheeks
COME to Psychodrama Rag. Gros. every
Tues & Fri 8 PM. 40 Hr. Marathon Dec.
15-17 Call 328-6131,401 Florence. Palo
Alto (Cnr of Lytton).
SE A FRIEND to handicapped man. Live
tree in attractive room Gene over IS.
please call 298-2308 aft 5
DONATE ON A regular blood plasma
program and receive up to 540/monthly
Bnng student i 0 Or time ad and receive*
bonus with your brat donation HYLAND
DONOR CENTER 35 S Almaden Ave
San Jose. CA 294-8535 MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY 7 to 3 30
TWO GUYS will lose their lobs unless
they’re successfulin re-colonizing Sigma
Phi Epsilon this week HELP Call Roger
or Gary 293-20

LOST 8 FOUND
FOUND: GERMAN SHEPHERD Puppy 45 mo old. female Brown and black
Found near SJS. Call 2665570
REWARDI Gold and lads bruin( Iota on
tennis courts 12-15-72 Valuable only to
me Call 371-3150
IC mo. maw ST.
whrte &
brown full mantle mast Last seen 12th 6
San Carlos. reward 998-1909
FOUND: A fraternity that rinds now
blood new ideas, and ambaious men to
lorn, the kind, organ, zit ion you dlihe to
see Cali Roger or Gary at 293-9320
moo AMY. 1
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EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student flights Inexpensive student
camping tours throughout Europe, Russia. and Mexico Official SOFA aged for
inter-European student charter flights,
including middle East and Far East
Student aki tours European used car
purchase system CONTACT. ISCA,
11787 San Vicente Blvd, 114. L.A. Calif.
90049 TEL 8269055.

ANONYMOUS ANALYSIS
call 985-1158

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Master - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne TaMberg - 1924 Hems
Telephone 371-0395 San Jose
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EXPERIENCED TYPING-Electric IBM
Term Papers, These. etc Dependable
Mrs. Allen 294-1313.

TYPIST
Accurate. experienced. fast Con edit
Inane, papers Near City College Mrs
AsLanian 296-4104

Classified
Rates
T.

Chuck
NEW ROOMS front 1155/mo across the
campus Ample parking Sale and gum’
99 S 9th also 2795 10th SI Phone 295,
8514 or 296-8526

DELUXE Furn apt for rent-5 bike from
campus S100/mo until Jan. 30 See mg,
apt $3 165 E Reed St &I.

CLEAN FURN. APTS.
620 S. 3rd (Reed & S. 3rd)
800S 9th (Reed & S 9101
4805 8th (Williams & & 6th)
OLDIES BUT GOODIES!

ASSORTED trees of herd-working men
to create a new group experlenCe
Rewards based on performance Cell
Gary 275-0150

HOUSING

NEW STUDIO APTS. $115 & 5120 Per
month 5228 Snow On SA Phone 2268112.

TYPING-Thesis
General
Reports,
Letters IBM Selectric Reasonable 283E695

Parsons’s
Servins

O T snper Winn

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH To
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE. CALIF 95114
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